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SUMMARY

Neuronsmake converging and diverging synaptic connectionswith distinct partner types.Whether synapses
involving separate partners demonstrate similar or distinct structural motifs is not yet well understood. We
thus used serial electron microscopy in mouse retina to map output synapses of cone bipolar cells (CBCs)
and compare their structural arrangements across bipolar types and postsynaptic partners. Three presynap-
tic configurations emerge—single-ribbon, ribbonless, and multiribbon synapses. Each CBC type exploits
these arrangements in a unique combination, a feature also found among rabbit ON CBCs. Though most
synapses are dyads, monads and triads are also seen. Altogether, mouse CBCs exhibit at least six motifs,
and each CBC type uses these in a stereotypic pattern. Moreover, synapses between CBCs and particular
partner types appear biased toward certain motifs. Our observations reveal synaptic strategies that diversify
the output within and across CBC types, potentially shaping the distinct functions of retinal microcircuits.

INTRODUCTION

Synapses are highly diverse in their structural organization,
molecular composition, and function. The molecular makeup of
pre- and postsynaptic proteins clearly governs the functional
properties of synapses,1–4 but synaptic architecture also plays
a major role in shaping neurotransmission. Excitatory synapses
often target dendritic spines, which vary in morphology and
size across brain regions and even within the arbor of an individ-
ual cell.5–9 Also, a single axonal bouton contacting a dendrite or a
dendritic spine may contain one or multiple active zones, the
sites of neurotransmitter release.10–12 These diverse pre- and
postsynaptic structural arrangements contribute to the func-
tional heterogeneity of glutamatergic synapses, including differ-
ences in synaptic strength.2,8,13

Although excitatory synapses are structurally diverse, synap-
ses between specific pairs of neuronal types can be more ste-
reotyped, adopting a specific structural pattern or motif. For
example, input synapses to CA3 pyramidal cells contain multiple
active zones when they come from dentate granule cells14,15 but
usually just one active zone when they are derived from recurrent
CA3-to-CA3 connections.16 These observations raise the ques-
tion of whether, in highly converging and diverging circuits,
distinct excitatory inputs onto a given postsynaptic cell each

exploit a specific motif. Nor is it known whether an individual
axon exploits similar or distinct motifs with each of its several
postsynaptic partner types. To gain insight, it is necessary to
identify the structural motifs of all the output synapses of a
presynaptic cell type and the motifs of multiple input types
onto a given postsynaptic cell type. We focused on the verte-
brate retina to map these motifs because of its compact circuitry
and well-characterized cell types.17–19

In the vertebrate retina, cone photoreceptors transmit light-
driven signals to cone bipolar cells (CBCs). CBCs are excitatory
neurons that synapse onto retinal ganglion cells (GCs) and inhib-
itory amacrine cells (ACs).18,20,21 Each of these cell classes
comprises many cell types, which are distinguished based on
morphology and arbor stratification.17,22,23 The axonal arbors
of CBCs are relatively small, enabling their output synapses to
be mapped completely. Classically, BC synapses are synaptic
dyads, which contain a single synaptic ribbon localized at a junc-
tion with the processes of two postsynaptic partners.24–26

However, less common arrangements also occur, including BC
synapses lacking ribbons or with multiple ribbons27–33 or with
only a single postsynaptic process (synaptic monads).24,28,34–38

However, it is unknown whether these unconventional CBC syn-
aptic arrangements occur only, or much more commonly, in
certain CBC types or if they are more or less similarly distributed
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across types. We thus used serial block-face scanning electron
microscopy (SBEM) to categorize the structural motifs and post-
synaptic targets of two types of OFF and five types of ON CBCs
in the adult mouse retina.17,32 We extended the analysis to
similar connectomic reconstructions of rabbit ON CBCs based
on serial automated transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
For each mouse CBC type, we compared the structural motifs
used in synaptic contacts onto postsynaptic GCs with those
onto ACs. For specific postsynaptic partners, we compared

Figure 1. CBCs exhibit three distinct pre-
synaptic structural arrangements
(A) Schematic showing ON and OFF cone path-

ways in the adult mouse retina. Cone, cone pho-

toreceptors; BC, bipolar cells; HC, horizontal cells;

AC, amacrine cells; GC, ganglion cells.

(B and B0 ) Axonal terminals of an example of two

OFF (T1 and T2) and five ON CBC types (TX, T6,

T7, T8, and T9) obtained from serial EM

reconstructions. En face (B) and side (B0) views.

*T9 CBC axonal arbors were only partially re-

constructed because their arbor size exceeded

the EM volume.

(C and D) Total number of synapses (C) and linear

synaptic density (D) of the axonal arbors of the

seven types of CBCs analyzed (see STAR

Methods). All synapses below the branching point

marked by arrowheads in B0 were mapped.

Numbers above the histograms indicate number

of reconstructed cells. Error bars, SEM.

(E) Examples of ribbonless (RL), single-ribbon

(SR), and multiribbon (MR) synapses of T6 (top

row) and T9 (bottom row) CBCs. Synaptic vesicles

at the contact site (RL) or at synaptic ribbons (SR,

MR) are indicated by the arrowheads.

(F) The percentage of RL, SR, and MR synapses

per cell of each CBC type.

See also Figures S1 and S2.

the motifs used by each type of presyn-
aptic CBC.We show that there are in total
six structural motifs at mouse CBC syn-
apses and that motif types are non-uni-
formly distributed among the CBC types.
Each CBC type exhibits a stereotypic
complement of motif types, and synap-
ses between these CBCs and their post-
synaptic partners are biased toward spe-
cific motifs.

RESULTS

CBCs exhibit three distinct
presynaptic arrangements in
different proportions across cell
types
CBCs are grouped into ON or OFF types
according to the polarity of their response
to the onset of the light stimulus (Fig-
ure 1A). In a novel SBEM volume
spanning about 48 mm of the inner plexi-

form layer (IPL), we reconstructed two types of OFF CBCs (T1
and T2) and five types of ON CBCs (TX, T6, T7, T8, and T9)
(Figures 1B and 1B0). These CBCs are easily distinguished by
the size and stratification of their axonal terminal arbors (Fig-
ure 1B0). T1 CBCs can be distinguished from T2 by their slightly
larger and more narrowly stratifying axonal arbors. T6 and T7
CBCs have compact, bushy axonal arbors, whereas T8, T9,
and TX CBCs have relatively large, sparse arbors (Figure 1B).
T9 axonal arbors could only be partially reconstructed because
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they extended horizontally outside the volume. Although some
en passant synapses were also present in axonal shafts as pre-
viously reported in mouse retina,32 we focused on the output
synapses of the axonal terminal arbors (Figure 1B0) because in
some locations, the volume did not extend to the outermost
IPL. The total number of synapses differed among mouse CBC
types (Figure 1C; see also Tsukamoto andOmi32). The linear syn-
aptic density was also type specific, with the twoOFFCBC types
(T1 and T2) and the smaller ON CBCs (T6 and T7) exhibiting
higher synaptic density than the larger ON CBCs (TX, T8, and
T9) (Figure 1D).
Three presynaptic structural arrangements were observed in

the terminal arbors of the CBC types examined. Most featured
a single ribbon (SR), but some had multiple ribbons (multiribbon
[MR]). Others lacked any ribbon at all (ribbonless [RL]), instead
consisting only of docked synaptic vesicles lining the presynaptic
membrane at the synaptic cleft (Figure 1E). Locations of these
three presynaptic arrangements did not appear to be restricted
to specific parts or stratification depths of the axonal arbors (Fig-
ure S1). As expected from past work, the majority of the CBC
output synapses were SR synapses (Figure 1F). However, the
majority of CBC types we examined also made RL synapses;
only T2 and TX CBCs lacked them. RL synapses were signifi-
cantly more common in T6 BCs than in the other CBC types
(Figure 1F; Kruskal-Wallis H test: p = 0.004, post-hoc Wilcoxon
rank-sum test: p < 0.05). MR synapses, in contrast, were found
more frequently on T9 than other types of CBC arbors (Figure 1F;
Kruskal-Wallis H test: p = 0.022, post-hoc Wilcoxon rank-sum
test: p < 0.05). The proportions of these presynaptic arrange-
ments were consistent within the same CBC type (chi-squared
test: p > 0.05 for each individual BC type) butwere distinct across
CBC types (chi-squared test across five BC types: p < 0.001).
The consistent proportions of ‘‘unconventional’’ MR and RL

synapses among members of each individual CBC type suggest
that both these synapse types are unlikely to be vestiges of
development. To determine whether this pattern is a general
feature of mammalian retinas, we quantified synapses in ON
CBCs in another species, exploiting an existing serial-section
transmission electron microscopic volume of the rabbit retina
(retinal connectome 1 [RC1]39). The rabbit retina has been shown
to contain seven types of ON CBCs, CBb3, CBb3n, CBb4,
CBb4w, CBb5, CBb6, and CBbwf, each exhibiting stereotyped
morphology (Figures S2A and S2A0) and connectivity.33 As in
mice, and consistent with previous whole axon synapse counts
in RC1, the total number of output synapses in the axon terminals
varied across the different rabbit ONCBC types (Figure S2B; see
also Sigulinsky et al.33 and Lauritzen et al.40,41). Re-examination
of these output synapses confirmed that all three types of pre-
synaptic structural arrangements were observed in rabbit ON
CBC axonal arbors (Figure S2C; see also Sigulinsky et al.33),
with SR synapses by far the most common for all rabbit CBC
types (Figure S2D; chi-squared test: p > 0.05 for each individual
CBC type; p < 0.001 across 7 CBC types). As in mice, propor-
tions of the three presynaptic arrangements differed among rab-
bit ON CBC types. Together, our observations show that CBCs
in both mice and rabbits make unconventional RL and MR syn-
apses as well as classical SR synapses in proportions that are
stereotyped for each CBC type.

CBCs utilize diverse synaptic structural arrangements
for excitatory transmission
We examined the number of postsynaptic partners at each syn-
aptic output site of the mouse CBCs we mapped. Synaptic
dyads, with two postsynaptic partners, were the predominant
postsynaptic structural arrangement (range 59.8%–89.1%
across CBC types examined). However, synaptic monads (with
a single postsynaptic partner) were also common (4.1%–
40.2%), while triads (three postsynaptic partners) were less
common (0%–19.6%). Monads, dyads, and triads were un-
evenly distributed among the three presynaptic arrangements.
Synaptic monads occurred for all three, but triads were found
only at SR synapses, and dyads were always associated with
ribbons and never with RL synapses (Table S1). Together, these
rules define six synaptic structural motifs, each with a unique
pre- and postsynaptic arrangement: RL and SR monads, SR
dyads and triads, and MR monads and dyads (Figure 2A). SR
synapses were predominantly dyads (Figure 2B, left), but all
CBC types examined also make SR monads, albeit in different
proportions (Kruskal-Wallis H test: p = 0.003). SR monads
were most common for TX and T9 CBCs. Synaptic triads were
observed in both OFF CBCs (T1 and T2) and in T7 ON CBCs,
and they are most common in T1 CBCs. MR synapses can be
either monads or dyads (Figure 2B, right). However, except for
T6 CBCs, there does not seem to be any preference for monads
or dyads for the other CBC types that have MR synapses (Fig-
ure 2B, right; chi-squared test: p = 0.03 for T6, p > 0.05 for other
CBC types).
The distribution of these six motifs among CBC types is sum-

marized in Figure 2C. It shows that the classical SR dyad is the
most common motif among all the types examined, with SR mo-
nads and RL monads the next most common. It also highlights
how each CBC type exploits the various motifs in a unique
proportion.

Synapses between CBCs and their postsynaptic
partners are biased toward specific structural motifs
To examine how CBCs utilize these distinct synaptic arrange-
ments, we determined the postsynaptic partner class arrange-
ments of the threemost commonmotifs. At SR dyads, the paired
postsynaptic partners engaged by the CBC can comprise two
ACs, two GCs, or one of each.42–46 In primate and cat, GC/AC
pairs predominate at IPL dyads.42–44 Our analysis indicated
that this was largely true overall among mouse CBCs and
confirmed it individually for types T2, T6, T8, and T9 CBCs (Fig-
ure 3A). However, in T1, TX, and T7 cells, GC/AC dyads were
outnumbered by AC/AC dyads. In general, GC/GC postsynaptic
pairs were much less common than AC/AC pairs (Figure 3A). In
T2 CBC arbors, we observed non-traditional synaptic dyads in
which one postsynaptic partner was another CBC. The other
synaptic partner in this dyad arrangement was invariably an AC
(Figure S3A). Postsynaptic AC partners at ribbon dyads can
make a reciprocal inhibitory synapse onto CBC axon terminals
(Figure S3B) and/or feedforward inhibition to the other postsyn-
aptic partner (Figure S3C). The fraction of ribbon dyads with at
least one reciprocal inhibitory synapse varied across CBC types
(Figure S3D; Kruskal-Wallis H test: p = 0.005). Reciprocal inhib-
itory synapses were most frequently observed among T1 CBCs
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(post-hoc Wilcoxon rank-sum test: p < 0.05). The fraction of rib-
bon dyads demonstrating feedforward inhibition also varied
across CBC types (Figure S3E; Kruskal-Wallis H test: p = 0.007).

We identified the sole postsynaptic partner class of each
monad synapse and compared the pattern across CBC types
(Figure 3B). Monad synapses of the SR type targeted more
ACs than GCs (chi-squared test: p < 0.001) for most CBC types
analyzed, including T1, TX, T6, T7, and T8. However, T9 CBCs
favored GCs over ACs at such SR monads (chi-squared test:
p < 0.001), while T2 CBCs had no clear preference for either
cell class (chi-squared test: p = 0.8). The RL monads of T6, T7,
and T8 CBCs showed the same preference for ACs as the post-
synaptic partners (chi-squared test: p < 0.001; Figure 3B) as
seen among SR monads. In contrast, T1 and T9 CBCs exhibited
no class preference at these synapses (chi-squared test:
p > 0.1). Figure 3C summarizes the proportion of synapses of
each CBC type bearing the common structural motifs. Together,
these findings suggest that structural motifs are employed in
distinct patterns by specific bipolar types and their postsynaptic
partner classes.

Each CBC contacts many postsynaptic cell types. For
example, T2 CBCs made ribbon synapses onto at least 14 (10

RGC and 4 narrow-field AC types). Similarly, T6 CBCs contacted
at least 12 (8 RGC and 4 narrow-field AC types) cell types
through ribbon synapses (Figure S4). To determine whether a
CBC type uses distinct synaptic arrangements at contacts with
different postsynaptic partner types, wemapped the output con-
nectivity of a single CBC type (T9) with several GC partner types
in an existing, larger volume of adult mouse IPLs47 (Figure 4A).
We focused on these CBCs because they rely more heavily on
non-classical output synapses, differing from the SR dyad
arrangement. Prior reconstructions in this volume showed that
T9 CBCs contact M5 GCs48 as well as a pair of cell types that
resemble M2 GCs.49 These are divisible into two types termed
M2(8) and M2(9) to reflect their differential weighting of inputs
from T8 and T9 CBCs. We determined the motifs of all T9 synap-
ses onto three examples of each GC type. We found that the T9
CBCs made SR monads and dyads and MR monads and dyads
onto these GC types (Figure 4B). MR synapses and monad syn-
apses were less common, and both preferentially targeted M2(9)
and M5 GCs over M2(8) cells (MR: Figure 4C left, chi-squared
test: p < 0.001; monads: Figure 4C, middle, chi-squared test:
p < 0.001). The allocation of T9 synapses across the four struc-
tural motifs was statistically different for synapses onto M2(8)

Figure 2. CBCs exhibit diverse synaptic structural motifs at their output sites
(A) Example EM images (top row) and 3D reconstructions (bottom row) of each synaptic structural motif observed among CBC output synapses. Clustered

presynaptic vesicles at synaptic junctions or synaptic ribbons are indicated by arrows in the EM images. In the 3D reconstructions, red dots indicate vesicles

docked at the active zone (RL monad) or surrounding the presynaptic ribbons (cyan) in the CBC (gray) terminals; postsynaptic neurons are in shades of brown.

Vesicles not docked at the active zone in the RL monad are colored pink.

(B) Proportion of SR (left plot) and MR (right plot) synapses that were monads, dyads, or triads across CBC types. Each data point represents a CBC. Error

bars, SEM.

(C) Heatmap illustrating the mean percentage of all synapses formed by each CBC type belonging to each motif (schematized at the top). Number of cells and

SEM for each CBC type are provided in (B).

See also Table S1.
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cells compared with those onto M2(9) and M5 GCs (Figure 4C,
right; chi-squared test: p < 0.05).
We also compared the motifs of the different CBC types

providing converging input onto a common postsynaptic target,
a polyaxonal AC (Figure 4D). Consistent with previous
studies,50–52 synaptic inputs from CBCs were located exclu-
sively onto the dendritic processes of this polyaxonal AC within
the limit of the EM volume. Among four CBC input types identi-
fied, T6 and T7 were the major input types, and T8 and T9
provided sparser input. Three distinct motifs were observed:
RL and SR monads and SR dyads (Figures 4E and 4F). RL mo-
nads made up more than half of the synapses between T6 and
T7 CBCs with this AC. However, they were absent from T8 and
T9 synapses onto this cell (Figure 4G), though these bipolar
types do make such synapses with other AC types (Figures 3B
and 3C). Moreover, T8 and T9 CBCs preferentially made SR
dyads with this polyaxonal AC. Together, these observations
suggest that while synapses betweenONCBCs and their targets
show a large variety of structural motifs overall, thesemotifs may
be differentially engaged between a CBC type and a postsyn-
aptic partner type.

DISCUSSION

CBC synapses exhibit diverse motifs with stereotypic
structural combinations across cell types
It is well established that in the vertebrate retina, both rod and
cone BCs form ribbon synapses, especially ribbon dyads, with
their postsynaptic partners.24,25 We confirmed this here in
mouse retina for the output synapses of all seven CBC types
we studied. However, we also identified five other output motifs
for these CBCs. This differentiates cone BCs from rod BCs,
which employ SR dyads almost exclusively.26,53 These five
CBC output motifs include SR or RL monads, SR triads, or MR
monads or dyads. SR monads and triads have been reported
previously in the IPL of the retina of several species including sal-
amander, rabbit, and primate.27,35,37,54 MR synapses are com-
mon in both rod BCs and CBCs that have reduced glutamate
release55 due to transgene expression of tetanus toxin,56 but
they have thus far been found in wild-type retina within the

axon shaft of ON CBCs in mice and rabbits and only in synaptic
monads.49,57 Our data show that MR synapses are not uncom-
mon in the axonal terminals of CBCs in wild-type mice and
rabbits, appearing, at least in mice, as dyads in addition to mo-
nads. RL synapses, some apparently forming monad synapses,
have been noted in the IPL of salamander,27 rabbit,30,33,58 human
and non-human primate,28,29 and goldfish retinas.59 Our analysis
suggests that RL synapses in mouse CBCs are exclusively
monads. While not all of these unconventional CBC motifs are
novel, to the best of our knowledge, our current analysis is the
first to quantify their relative abundance among specific CBC
types.
These five unconventional motifs can be found at both OFF

and ONCBC axonal terminals. Further, each CBC type exploited
at least three of the five unconventional motifs. Thus, each CBC
type exhibits a diversity of motifs, yet no type uses every motif.
The allocation of output synapses among the possible motifs is
stereotyped for each CBC type. For example, SRmonads, rarely
observed previously,27,28,34,35,38 were surprisingly common and
type specific, comprising 4%–29% of output synapses among
the CBC types we studied. SR triads were more frequently
used by OFF CBCs than by ONCBCs, at least among the subset
of types analyzed here. The stereotypic compositions of motifs
of each of the mouse CBC types studied suggest that this is a
functionally significant aspect of CBC connectivity.
Given that each CBC type uses a stereotypic combination of

output motifs, we wondered whether connections with distinct
postsynaptic partner types involve a specific motif or subset of
motifs. We found that CBC-GC synapses (except those of T9)
are mostly SR dyads, whereas CBC-AC synapses comprise of
a mixture of motifs (SR dyads, SR monads, and RL monads).
In addition, a presynaptic CBC type (T9) can preferentially
make unconventional synapses such as MR synapses or ribbon
monads with some of its postsynaptic partner types and not
others. Furthermore, the unconventional motifs (i.e., RLmonads)
could be the dominant motif between some CBC types and a
given postsynaptic partner. Different motifs at connections
involving a given presynaptic cell type and distinct postsynaptic
partners have been shown for layer III long-range projection
neurons of the entorhinal cortex. These cortical neurons

Figure 3. Monad synapses are commonly formed between CBCs and ACs
(A) Proportions of single-ribbon dyads involving two amacrine cells (AC/AC), two ganglion cells (GC/GC), or one amacrine and one ganglion cell (GC/AC).

(B) Proportions of single-ribbon monads (left) or ribbonless monads (right) formed between a CBC and a ganglion cell (1GC) or an amacrine cell (1AC).

(C) Heatmap illustrating themean percentage of each structural motif schematized above involving the different types of CBCs andGC or AC partners. Number of

cells and SEM for each BC type are provided in (A) and (B).

See also Figure S3 and Table S1.
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preferentially form spatially clustered synapses onto CA1 pyra-
midal cells in the hippocampus comparedwith their other targets
in the basolateral amygdala.60 Unlike layer III cortical neurons,
however, the retinal CBCs have short-range axons that contact
different postsynaptic cell types within a local area. Our findings
would thus suggest that a biased selection of synaptic structural
motifs is dependent on postsynaptic partner types regardless of
their location.

Conversely, postsynaptic neurons often receive converging
inputs from different presynaptic cell types. The CA1 pyramidal

neurons receive synaptic input not only from the entorhinal cor-
tex but also from neurons of themidline thalamus.61–63 However,
the thalamic synapses onto the CA1 neurons rarely form clus-
ters, in contrast to the entorhinal cortical synapses.60 Likewise,
we found that the converging synapses of four distinct CBC
types onto a polyaxonal AC exhibit biases toward different mo-
tifs. In addition, our data suggest that the CBC types that provide
themajor synaptic drive onto a given postsynaptic cell ‘‘prefer’’ a
particular motif/set of motifs that are distinct from that of the
minor inputs. Our current and past findings suggest that diversity

Figure 4. CBCs demonstrate a bias in their structural motifs at synapses formed with specific postsynaptic cell types
(A–C) T9 CBCs preferentially make MR synapses or SR monads with some GC types.

(A) Dendritic skeletons of M2(8), M2(9), and M5 GCs and an example axonal terminal of a T9 CBC contacting all three GCs. Top: en face view; bottom: side view

showing dendritic and axonal stratifications of the cells in the inner plexiform layer relative to the processes of cholinergic ACs.

(B) EM images of different motifs (SR and MR) at synapses formed between T9 CBCs and an M2(9) GC. Arrows indicate ribbons.

(C) Proportions of synapses that were SR or MR (left), and synapses that were monads or dyads (middle) formed with each GC type analyzed. Right: proportions

of four motifs of synapses between T9 CBCs and the three GCs. Each data point represents a GC cell. Error bars, SEM.

(D–G) A polyaxonal AC preferentially forms RL synapses with ON CBCs.

(D) Skeleton of the polyaxonal AC showing its dendritic (blue) and axonal (green) processes.

(E) EM images providing an example of an RL monad, an SR monad, and an SR dyad at synapses (arrowheads) along the AC dendrites.

(F) Percentage of synapses of four types of ON CBCs (T6, T7, T8, and T9) contacting this AC.

(G) Proportions of reconstructed synapses with different motifs between the various CBC types and the polyaxonal AC.

See also Figure S4.
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in synaptic transmission across excitatory input typesmay be at-
tained not only by distinct molecular composition at their synap-
ses (e.g., receptor composition) but also by differences in synap-
tic architecture.

Functional implications of diverse synaptic structural
motifs of BC circuitry
Various synaptic architectures contribute to functional diversity
at glutamatergic synapses.4 For example, synapses with multi-
ple transmitter release sites often evoke larger postsynaptic cur-
rents than synapses with only a single release site.2 Hence, CBC
synapses with distinct presynaptic structural arrangements
could enable transmission with different amplitude and/or ki-
netics at CBC synapses. Indeed, previous work suggests that
RL and ribbon synapses on BC axon terminals show distinct
temporal kinetics in neurotransmitter release. At ribbon synap-
ses, docked vesicles at the base of the ribbon support a rapid
initial transient of excitation, and the ribbon also supports the
steady-state transmitter release.64 In contrast, RL synapses
exhibit delayed and unsynchronized transmitter release.59,65–67

Glutamate imaging of mouse ON CBCs showed that transmitter
release at MR en passant synapses at axonal shafts is similar to
that at SR synapses at the axonal terminals, though apparently
weaker.49 Thismay be due to the relatively smaller size of individ-
ual ribbons present in MR synapses.57 We also observed MR
synapses formed by the axonal terminals of several mouse
CBC types, but the sizes of these ribbons appeared to be
comparable to those found at SR synapses. Thus, individual
MR synapses at the CBC axonal terminals might facilitate a
larger synaptic drive compared with the SR synapses.
CBCs exhibited biases in their synaptic arrangements with

specific postsynaptic partner types. For example, T9 CBCs pref-
erentially makeMR synapseswithM5 intrinsically photosensitive
RGCs (ipRGCs) and with the M2(9) GC type, which may or may
not correspond to M2 ipRGCs.49 ON CBC axonal shafts are
known to make exclusively MR synapses onto M1 ipRGCs.
Thus, it appears that synapses between at least some ON
CBC types and ipRGCs ‘‘favor’’ an MR synaptic arrangement.
What is the advantage of having an MR synapse between
CBCs and ipRGCs? The dendritic arbor of M1 ipRGCs is
sparsely branching, which results in a low contact density with
the axon shafts of the ON CBCs. Similarly, T9 CBCs have large
and sparsely branching axonal arbors with low output synapse
density. MR synapses may compensate for the sparser synaptic
connections between certain ON CBCS and ipRGCs, possibly
facilitating a robust synaptic drive that could underlie the sus-
tained ON response of ipRGCs.68,69

Our observations also suggest the engagement of two other
synaptic arrangements that would facilitate an undiminished drive
from CBCs with sparse connectivity with the ipRGCs. We found
that monads involving T9 CBCs were largely with the two ipRGC
types. GC/GC dyads were also more frequently observed for T6,
T8, and T9 ON CBCs, the major CBC input types of ipRGCs.49

GC/GC dyads were shown previously between ON BCs and a
pair of M5 ipRGCs.48 The absence of AC postsynaptic partners
at GC monads and GC/GC dyads may buffer the CBCs feeding
ipRGCs from local feedback inhibition present at other dyad syn-
apses, therefore enhancing the net postsynaptic drive.

Future work is needed to establish the structure-function rela-
tionships of the CBC synapses with different structural arrange-
ments. Indeed, further diversity across CBC synapses may be
uncovered by future studies that link molecular composition
and other synapse features to each of the structural motifs we
demonstrate here.

Limitations of the study
The ultrastructural reconstructions and analyses were carried
out manually, and thus we limited our analysis to 3 to 4 cells of
a subset of ON and OFF CBC types in one volume each from a
mouse and a rabbit retina. Future analysis in other samples at
different retinal locations or of different sex would be valuable.
The thickness of the section for the mouse EM volume was
50 nm. It posed challenges in identifying ribbons that oriented
obliquely. However, >90% of the synapses could be tracked in
more than one section. Overall, it is unlikely that wemissed a sig-
nificant number of synapses in our analysis because the total
number of ribbon synapses we obtained is either comparable
or more than that previously found for the same BC types32,70,71

Because of the size limitation of our mouse EM volume, not every
process classified as a GC process could be traced back to the
cell body and axon. Hence, it is possible that some of the part-
ners identified as GCs may be the dendritic arbors of polyaxonal
ACs whose somata lie outside the volume.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Rachel O.
Wong (wongr2@uw.edu).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new, unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d The RC1 dataset is available once installing Viking (free) at http://connectomes.utah.edu. The volume URL is: http://

connectomes.utah.edu/Rabbit/volume.vikingxml. Export of Viking data for these and other programs (e.g., Microsoft Excel)
is available here: https://connectomes.utah.edu/export/toctree.html. The mouse volume k0725 from Ding et al.47 is available
at https://webknossos.org/publications/5c98dfbcbe67ded57f0c9061. The mouse volume generated in this study will be
shared by the lead contact upon request.

d The custom, open-source software tools for annotation, viewing, and rendering are freely available: Viking
(RRID:SCR_005986)72 and VikingPlot (https://zenodo.org/record/3234870#.XO7Y7IhKguU).39,73

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All procedures were conducted in accordance with University of Washington Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guide-
lines, Institutional Animal Care and Use protocols of the University of Utah, the ARVOStatement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic
and Visual Research, and the Policies on the Use of Animals and Humans in Neuroscience Research of the Society for Neuroscience.
A young adult (2 month old) GJD2-GFP mouse (Tg (Gjd2-EGFP)JM16Gsat) was used in this study.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse model: Gjd2-GFP MMRRC Tg(Gjd2-EGFP)JM16Gsat/Mmucd;

RRID:MMRRC_030611-UCD

Deposited data

Retinal Connectome 1 (RC1) Marc/Jones Lab, Utah https://connectomes.utah.edu

Mouse SBFSEM dataset Kevin Briggman k0725 https://webknossos.org/publications/

5c98dfbcbe67ded57f0c9061

Software and algorithms

ImageJ NIH https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/;

RRID: SCR_003070

Amira Thermo-Fisher Scientific https://www.fei.com/software/amira-avizo/;

RRID: SCR_014305

Python v3.8.5 Python software foundation http://www.python.org/;

RRID:SCR_008394

webKnossos Open Source https://webknossos.org;

RRID:SCR_020979

Viking Viewer for Connectomics Marc/Jones Lab, Utah RRID: SCR_005986

VikingPlot Marc/Jones Lab, Utah https://zenodo.org/record/

3234870#.XO7Y7IhKguU
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METHOD DETAILS

Tissue preparation and serial-block face electron microscopy
Mice were cervically dislocated and the eyes were enucleated. The retinas were dissected from eyecups in Ames’ solution (Sigma)
bubbled with 95% O2/5% CO2. Retinal pieces were fixed with 4% glutaraldehyde in 0.1M sodium cacodylate buffer, pH 7.3–7.4 for
30 min to 1 h at room temperature. The samples were then prepared for the SBEM following the protocol below.74 The tissue was
washed 3 times (5 min each time) in cold 0.1M cacodylate buffer and then incubated in reduced osmium made by combining equal
parts 3% potassium ferrocyanide in 0.2M cacodylate buffer with 4% aqueous osmium tetroxide for 1 h in the fridge. After washing in
double-distilled H2O (ddH2O), the tissue was placed in a freshly made thiocarbohydrazide solution (0.1g TCH in 10 mL dd H2O and
placed in a 60!C oven for 1 h) for 20 min at room temperature (RT). After another rinse in ddH2O, the tissue was incubated in 2%
osmium tetroxide (aqueous) for 30 min at RT. The samples were rinsed again and incubated in 1% uranyl acetate at 4!C overnight,
washed and stained with Walton’s lead aspartate for 30 min at 60!C. After another wash, the retinal piece was dehydrated with
graded alcohol series: 20%, 50%, 70%, 90%, 100%,100% ethanol, 5 min each, followed by 2 changes of 100% propylene oxide
at RT for 10 min. Finally, the tissue was embedded in Epon. The block was then trimmed and mounted in the SBEM microscope
(GATAN/Zeiss SIGMA, 3View). Image stacks were acquired at a voxel size of 5 3 5 3 50 nm.

Volume reconstruction and image analysis
EM micrographs were aligned and registered using a customized program by AIVIA. Stitched and aligned images were loaded in
ImageJ/TrakEM275 or webKnossos.76 Analysis of OFF CBC output synapses was performed using webKnossos. OFF CBCs and
their postsynaptic partners were traced as skeletons. An example cell of each OFF CBC type and their synapses were manually
segmented. Analysis of ONCBCoutput synapseswas performed using TrakEM2. The somata and processes of neuronsweremanu-
ally traced and segmented using TrakEM2 TreeLine and AreaTree functions. Synapses were annotated using the AreaList function,
and vesicles were annotated using the ball function of TrakEM2. Bipolar cells, amacrine cells, and retinal ganglion cells were iden-
tified based on criteria described in previous literature.24,42,77 Axonal processes of bipolar cells contain synaptic vesicles and
ribbons. Generally, processes containing synaptic vesicles without ribbons (conventional synapses) are formed by amacrine cells.
3D reconstruction of the processes enabled us to further distinguish bipolar cells containing ribbonless synapses from amacrine
cells. Dendrites of retinal ganglion cells are postsynaptic to bipolar and amacrine cells. They lack synaptic vesicles but contain
microtubules. Whenever possible, processes were traced to the somata and axons to confirm the identity of retinal ganglion cells.
Types of bipolar cells were determined based on their axonal stratification depth and arbor size.17,32,78

The 3D objects of either the skeletons of traced cells or the 3D volume segmentations were visualized and exported using 3D
Viewer in TrakEM2. Final visualization of each 3D reconstruction was rendered in Amira (Thermo Fisher Scientific). An additional
SBEM volume acquired previously by Ding et al.47 was used to identify synaptic arrangements between T9 bipolar cells and their
postsynaptic retinal ganglion cells, using the webKnossos online platform for 3D image visualization and annotation.76

Analysis of rabbit CBC output synapses was based on Retinal Connectome 1 (RC1), a high-resolution (2.18 nm/pixel) connectom-
ics dataset generated from an adult (13 month old) female Dutch Belted rabbit retina using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The tissue collection and processing, TEM imaging, and the construction, viewing, and annotation of the volume are extensively
detailed.33,39,40,72,73,79,80

Identification and subsequent classification of the rabbit ON CBCs analyzed in this study are detailed in Sigulinsky et al.33 The
output synapses of 3 cells for each of the seven rabbit ON CBC classes (except CBbwf) were reexamined to identify multiribbon syn-
apses, refine the criteria for ribbonless synapses, and segregate into axon versus terminal localization. Both CBbwf cells are incom-
plete due to their large size and extension beyond the volume boundaries. Ribbonless synapses in previous reports fromRC1 termed
these structures ‘‘bipolar conventional synapses’’, abbreviated as ‘‘BCS’’.33,39–41,72,73,79–81 Ribbonless synapses in the RC1 dataset
present as a thin, electron densemembrane on the presynaptic side with at least one tethered ormerged synaptic vesicle, a thick and
splotchy electron dense membrane on the postsynaptic cell (with or without associated cytoplasmic electron densities), and a
widening and presence of tethers within the extracellular space between the partner cells compared to surrounding regions. In short,
these ribbonless synapses exhibit all of the same features as canonical ribbon synapses, but lack the characteristic lamella and halo
of tethered synaptic vesicles of the presynaptic ribbon specialization, as well as the cytoplasmic arciform density of the ribbon-
anchoring assembly. Scaling of the rabbit TEM data differs from the mouse SEM data for the purpose of displaying the features
underlying the criteria for synapse identification. Cell reconstructions were created from the Viking annotations and rendered using
VikingPlot.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analysis was performed using Python 3.8.5. Two-sidedWilcoxon Rank-Sum test was used to compare two groups of sam-
ples. Kruskal-Wallis H-test was used to compare more than two groups of data. Post-hoc Wilcoxon test was performed subse-
quently. Chi-square test was performed on the raw counting numbers when examining whether observed frequencies matched
the expected ones or whether the observed frequencies across different sample groups are the same. Significance was determined
at p < 0.05.
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Figure S1. The number and spatial distribution of three distinct presynaptic arrangements, 
Related to Figure 1. The number (A) and spatial distribution (B) of ribbonless (RL), single-ribbon (SR) 
and multiribbon (MR) synapses on the axonal terminal arbors of example CBCs of each type analyzed 
in the mouse retina. Each data point represents a CBC. Error bars, S.E.M.  



 



 
Figure S2. Rabbit ON CBCs exhibit three distinct presynaptic arrangements, Related to 
Figure 1. (A, A’) Rendered reconstructions of the axonal terminals for representative examples of 
the seven ON CBC types (CBb3, CBb3n, CBb4, CBb4w, CBb5, CBb6, CBbwf) created from serial 
TEM sections. En face (A) and side (A’) views. Note that the side profile (A’) is a 90° rotation of the 
en face view in A. *CBbwf axonal arbor reconstructions are incomplete due to their large size 
exceeding the EM volume. (B) Total number of output synapses on each axonal arbor of the seven 
classes/types of ON CBCs. All output synapses on the arbor beyond the branching point shown by 
the arrowheads were mapped. (C) Representative examples of ribbonless (RL), single-ribbon (SR) 
and multiribbon (MR) output synapse arrangements formed by CBb4 (left column) and CBbwf 
(middle column) CBCs. Arrowheads indicate presynaptic vesicles at the synaptic contact (RL) or 
synaptic ribbons (SR, MR). Structure lookup numbers for CBb4 examples in RC1 dataset: RL = 
125159, SR = 167887, MR = 46702 & 46703; for CBbwf examples: RL = 16147, SR = 28114, MR = 
119804 & 119805. (D) The percentage of each presynapse arrangement per cell formed by the 
seven classes/types of ON CBCs (right column). Each data point represents a CBC. Error bars = 
S.E.M. Abbreviations: 3, CBb3; 3n, CBb3n; 4, CBb4; 4w, CBb4w; 5, CBb5; 6, CBb6; wf, CBbwf. 

 
 
 

 
  



 
Figure S3. Atypical CBC ribbon dyads and inhibitory feedback/feedforward synapses 
associated with the ribbon dyads, Related to Figure 3. (A) An example of an unusual BC/AC 
ribbon dyad found on a T2 CBC. (B) An example of a ribbon dyad, where the postsynaptic AC 
provides feedback inhibition to the presynaptic CBC. (C) An example of a ribbon dyad, where the 
postsynaptic AC provides feedforward inhibition to the other postsynaptic partner. Arrowhead 
indicates synaptic ribbon. Asterisk indicates presynaptic active zone of a conventional synapse. (D) 
Proportions of CBC ribbon dyads with feedback inhibition, or (E) at dyad synapses for which one 
AC provides feedforward inhibition onto the other postsynaptic partner of the CBC. Each data point 
represents a CBC. Error bars, S.E.M. 

 



 



Figure S4. A gallery showing an example of the ganglion cell (GC) and narrow-field amacrine 
cell (AC) types synaptically connected to T2 and T6 cone bipolar cells (CBCs), Related to 
Figure 4. We identified 14 (10 RGC and 4 narrow-field AC types) and 12 (8 RGC and 4 narrow-field 
AC types) cell types that received ribbon input from T2 and T6 CBCs, respectively. T2 and T6 
CBCs also synapse onto wide-field ACs, but due to their large arbors that extended beyond the 
volume, we could not confidently identify their cell type.  

  



Table S1. Total number of synapses, number of synapses identified for each synaptic motif, and counts of 
each synaptic motif with different postsynaptic compositions for each CBC examined in the mouse retina, 
Related to Figures 2 – 3. 

BC 
type BC ID total 

# 

ribbonless single ribbon synapses 
multiribbon 
synapses 

monad monad dyad 
triad 

monad dyad 

# 1AC 1RGC # 1AC 1RGC # 2ACs 2RGCs RGC/AC 

T1 

BC1 265 5 1 3 14 10 4 182 123 0 59 51 0 1 

BC2 156 1 0 1 7 5 2 102 78 0 24 30 0 0 

BC3 170 0 0 0 8 8 0 117 85 0 32 26 0 1 

T2 

BC1 197 0 0 0 4 1 3 142 43 8 88 6 0 1 

BC2 244 0 0 0 7 5 2 182 50 15 115 13 0 0 

BC3 184 0 0 0 8 3 5 121 30 17 72 16 1 0 

TX 

BC1 64 0 0 0 16 16 0 37 19 0 18 0 2 1 

BC2 60 0 0 0 14 13 1 44 24 0 20 0 0 0 

BC3 73 0 0 0 19 15 4 42 24 0 18 0 1 5 

T6 

BC1 109 27 26 1 12 9 3 58 21 0 37 0 0 3 

BC2 74 8 6 0 5 4 1 55 13 5 37 0 0 0 

BC3 131 26 24 2 12 12 0 77 26 3 48 0 0 2 

T7 

BC1 198 3 3 0 3 3 0 168 91 2 75 0 0 0 

BC2 255 4 4 0 16 14 2 190 122 1 67 11 0 0 

BC3 217 4 3 1 14 13 1 145 103 1 41 8 0 0 

T8 

BC1 89 3 3 0 15 9 5 66 3 2 61 0 1 1 

BC2 80 4 3 1 15 10 5 53 11 5 37 0 2 1 

BC3 62 6 6 0 9 7 2 41 12 3 26 0 0 1 

T9 

BC1 69 6 1 5 16 3 13 31 4 0 27 0 3 5 

BC2 66 1 1 0 20 9 11 32 6 1 25 0 1 4 

BC3 102 2 0 2 24 10 14 53 4 0 49 0 10 2 

BC4 61 2 1 1 15 3 12 28 0 3 25 0 5 2 


